INTRODUCTION

- Working Along the Border – 1 – Introduction
  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6XUz0xEzZAA

MODULE 1: UNDERSTANDING THE SITUATION

- Working Along the Border – 2 – Understanding the Situation
  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h-hzrQnNUho&feature=relmfu

- Working Along the Border – 3 – Nature of the Problem
  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c1xFEZi1shM&feature=relmfu

- Working Along the Border – 4 – Impact on Land Management Agencies
  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=89Q-lwGZlYg&feature=relmfu

MODULE 2: PROTECTING YOURSELF

- Working Along the Border – 5 – Impacts on Employees
  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jh288-T15Y8&feature=relmfu

- Working Along the Border – 6 – Protecting Yourself
  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vGrWSzFHT54&feature=relmfu
➢ Working Along the Border – 7 – Heading Out to the Field
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MMxlxR6ZW0s&feature=relmfu

➢ Working Along the Border – 8 – Working in the Field
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jdDFFsYULrw&feature=relmfu

➢ Working Along the Border – 9 – Dealing with the Emotional Toll
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_GGm-bTVK8s&feature=relmfu

➢ Working Along the Border – 10 – Fighting Fire
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nOWy_j5q55w&feature=relmfu

➢ Working Along the Border – 11 – Impacts on Fire Fighters
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=STh7U1BWuI4&feature=relmfu

➢ Working Along the Border – 12 – Special Precautions
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B1TpWsHPY6c&feature=relmfu